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16th October 2020 
 

1st Provisional Admission List 2020-21 
BA (Honours) Social Sciences & Humanities 

 
 
The following students have been considered to be provisionally eligible for admission to the BA 
(Honors) Social Sciences & Humanitiesat Dr. B.R Ambedkar University Delhi.  

Applicants are mandatorilyrequired to upload document/pay fees as per below mentioned table.  

Uploading of Document Payment of fees through admission portal* 

16th -17th Oct 2020 (till 11:59:59 pm) 19th Oct 2020 
(till 11:59:59pm) 

 

*For applicants whose documents are verified by the Admission Committee. Payment tab 

will be available on 19th Oct 2020 Admission portal 2020-21.Also a message for payment of 

fee will be sent on registered email and mobile number filled by the applicant at the time of 

registration. 

Documents required to be uploadedas per admission calendar schedule  

(i) Mark sheet and certificate of the qualifying examination i.e. Class XII or equivalent, proof 
of CGPA Conversion (if applicable) to be uploaded in one single file) as per the stipulated 
date and time as mentioned above. 
 

(ii) Class X Certificate in support of date of birth proof  
 
Note: The names on the certificates, 12th mark sheet and caste certificate should be exactly 
same; otherwise an affidavit for the same has to be sent on verification@aud.ac.in within 
stipulated time as mention above. 

Fees 

BA (Honors) Social Sciences & Humanities 
 

Category SC, ST and PWD Other than SC, ST and PwD 

Tuition Fees Nil 21,440 

Student Welfare fund 500 500 

Caution deposit 5,000 5,000 

Total Fees to be paid online 5,500 26,440 

 
 
The applicants can pay their feesonline through available payment modes at admission portal. 

The applicant whose names are given in the provisional list asbelow in the order of merit are 
hereby called for admission to BA (Honors) Social Sciences & Humanities programmes for the 
session 2020-21. The merit has been determined on the basis of marks entered solely by the 
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applicant and the system has calculated the percentage in the best of four subjects as per the 
criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure. The marks will be verified from the class XII mark 
sheet before provisionally admitting the applicant.The Skill-based/Vocational Courses as per CBSE 
list have not been taken into account in the best four calculations (CBSELetter 
No.CBSE/DIR.(Voc.&Trg.)/ 2018   dated March 20, 2018) 
Note:  

1. The list is provisional as prepared on the basis of the information furnished by the 

applicants on AUD Admission portal. 

 

2. The provisional list of CW-Defence (General)/PWD (General)/PWD (OBC)/Defence (OBC)/ 

SGC/ KM will be announced later. 

 

3. Applicants whose percentage in the best of four subject is equal to or more than the cut-

off percentage mentioned in the provisional merit lists but do not have their names in 

these lists are advised to email the requisite documents (certificate of Xth& marksheet of 

XIIth) as mentioned abovewithin the prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off as mentioned 

in Admission Calendar Schedule uploaded on AUD Websiteat verification@aud.ac.in(The 

subject line of the email should be ‘form number’ e.g. 2020BAXXXXX01). 

 

4. Applicants belonging to the reserved categories (SC/ST/OBC/EWS) and sub-categories 

(PwD/CW-Defence) who have submitted their application (complete in all respect) but do 

not have their names in the list of shortlisted applicants, are advised to email the requisite 

documents (certificate of Xth& marksheet of XIIth) as mentioned above within the 

prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off as mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule 

uploaded on AUD Website at verification@aud.ac.in (The subject line of the email should 

be ‘form number’ e.g. 2020BAXXXXX01). 

 

5. Calling of the applicants for uploading the documents shall not be construed as 

entitlement for admission. Greater number of applicants than the seats available, have 

been called to ensure that seats do not remain vacant. In case, anapplicantfails to 

upload the requisite documents within the prescribed time limit of relevant cut-off as 

mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule uploaded on AUD Website, the seat will be 

offered to the next applicant in the merit list as per his/ her eligible category.  

 

6. Admissions will be offered strictly in the order of the updated merit list (after online 

document verification as per Admission Calendar Schedule and inclusion of applicants 

referred to in points 3 and 4 above, if any).  

 

7. Applicants called as per the first cutoff, who fail to upload the requisite documents within 

the prescribed time limit as mentioned in Admission Calendar Schedule, will not be 

considered in the subsequent cutoff. However, they may be considered in the spot 

round/special drive, if seats are vacant. 
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8. The applicant will be admitted to the programmeon the basis of the merit list, , eligibility 

criteria and availability of seats in each programme. 

 

9. The entire process of uploading/furnishing documents, verification of document, payment 

of fee and admissions is ONLINE. No applicant or any of their Guardians/relatives will be 

physically allowed at the University Campus for admission process or submitting any 

document. 

 

10. Applicants in their own interest who have uploaded reservation certificates for availing 

reservation benefits (SC/ST/OBC/Defence/EWS/SGC/KM/PwD) at the time of registration 

at AUD portal are requested to check the AUD website regularly as per Admission Calendar 

Schedule for the discrepancy list for ascertaining the category considered by the University 

as per reservation policy mentioned in Admission Brochure 2020-21 and other 

circulars/notices/instructions uploaded on AUD Website on or before the start of 

admissions/document verification. It will be the responsibility of the applicantto rectify 

the discrepancy within the prescribed time limits as per Admission Calendar Schedule. No 

claim for admissions, whatsoever, will lie on AUD, if applicant fail to upload the requisite 

documents within prescribed time.  

 

11. Those applicants whose caste certificate are  not in order as per discrepancy list and 

his/her name appears in the cutoff list,  needs to send the certificate (only reservation 

certificate) again at verification@aud.ac.in, as per the timeline mentioned inAdmission 

Calendar Schedule. 

 
12. Physical verification of all documents will be done later.The candidatureof all applicants 

in the whole admission process is “PURELY PROVISIONAL” pending scrutiny of eligibility as 

mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 for the programme. In case, it is found at 

any stage of admission that the applicant does not fulfill the eligibility criteria and any 

information/document provided by the applicantis found to be false or is not in 

conformity with the eligibility criteria mentioned in the Admission Brochure 2020-21 

including Age, Caste Category, Sub-Category, Educational Qualification, etc. the 

candidature of such applicant will summarily be rejected at any stage of 

admissionprocess and even after admissions. 

 

13. It is extremely important that applicants pay the fee within the timeframe allocated, 

failing which it will be concluded that the applicant is not interested in the programme 

applied and the admission will be automatically cancelled. 

 

14. The procedure for uploading the requisite documents by the applicant must be completed 

within the stipulated time interval as notified in the Cut-off schedule of the University, 
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failing which you will lose your opportunity for admissions in the Dr B.R. Ambedkar 

University Delhi. 

 
 

 

   Dean, SUS       Dean, SS 
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Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University Delhi 

Admission 2020-21 

First Cut off list  

School of Undergraduate Studies, Kashmere Gate 

Category: 
NCT UR 

  

   SR. NO. FORM NO NAME 

1 2020BA00001174 DEEPSHIKHA RATTAN  

2 2020BA00001331 ARYAN VIJAYRAN  

3 2020BA00001917 BHAWNA  

4 2020BA00005463 AMIT KUMAR  

5 2020BA00006612 PRERNA  

6 2020BA00003374 VANSHIKA YADAV  

7 2020BA00001519 AMISHI SOTA  

8 2020BA00001617 SAMIYA CHOPRA  

9 2020BA00003214 VAARIDHI MADAN 

10 2020BA00004119 ANUSHKA DADEECH  

11 2020BA00000090 VANDANA P  

12 2020BA00003869 AJAY KUMAR 

13 2020BA00000314 SANAA RAKHEJA  

14 2020BA00000921 MANAV GUPTA  

15 2020BA00002213 SHRUTI SINGH 

16 2020BA00002386 ISHA KAUSHIK  

17 2020BA00000573 TANVI MARKAN  

18 2020BA00001293 DISHTI KAWATRA  

19 2020BA00001328 MOULI SHARMA  

20 2020BA00001829 DHRITI MALIK 

21 2020BA00002877 SARAH MUZAFFAR  

22 2020BA00003073 ARJUN PRATAP CHAUHAN  

23 2020BA00003952 KASHISH MINOCHA 

24 2020BA00004298 ANOUSHKA SHARMA  

25 2020BA00005815 KHANAK BHARDWAJ  

26 2020BA00007539 DIVITA ANAND  

mailto:deepshikharattan1@gmail.com
mailto:aryanvijayran120@gmail.com
mailto:cutebhawna2506@gmail.com
mailto:dsamuel770@gmail.com
mailto:upretiprerna06@gmail.com
mailto:vaanshika06@gmail.com
mailto:chimpy_17@yahoo.com
mailto:chopra.sam02@gmail.com
mailto:vaaridhimadan@gmail.com
mailto:anushkadadeech@gmail.com
mailto:vandanaplakkot08@gmail.com
mailto:kumar9991ajay2117@gmail.com
mailto:rakhejasanaa@gmail.com
mailto:marchmanav@gmail.com
mailto:shrutirajput218@gmail.com
mailto:ishakaushik19@gmail.com
mailto:tanvimarkan@gmail.com
mailto:dishtikawatra@gmail.com
mailto:mouliroli213@gmail.com
mailto:parul_bhatia@rediffmail.com
mailto:muzaffarimtiaz70@gmail.com
mailto:arjunpratapc@gmail.com
mailto:kashishminocha10@gmail.com
mailto:sharmanoushka20@gmail.com
mailto:khanakbhardwaj03@gmail.com
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27 2020BA00000588 SHREYA MOUDGILL  

28 2020BA00001592 ARUSHI GARG 

29 2020BA00005194 ANUKRITI SHARMA  

30 2020BA00008793 PAVANI SAHRAWAT  

31 2020BA00000587 ANANYA GUPTA  

32 2020BA00000606 YATI RAJPUROHIT  

33 2020BA00000911 ABHINAB CHOWDHURY  

34 2020BA00000991 NAVDHA MANGAL  

35 2020BA00002330 ANVESHA SHARMA  

36 2020BA00002938 LAKSHIKA AHUJA  

37 2020BA00008241 ADITI KRISHNAMURTHY 

38 2020BA00008661 PRATHAM PUGGAL 

39 2020BA00000143 DIVYANSHI LOHAN  

40 2020BA00000527 MUSKAAN MISRA  

41 2020BA00000944 INDIRA GUPTA 

42 2020BA00002173 YASHVARDHAN CHAWDHARY  

43 2020BA00002743 KOPAL DUBEY  

44 2020BA00002878 TEJASVINI PONNAMBALAM  

45 2020BA00003677 TAHRIEM SHIBLI  

46 2020BA00005183 AAYUSHI MALAVIYA  

47 2020BA00006948 PRAGYA RASTOGI  

   Category: 
NCT OBC 

  

     FORM NO NAME 

1 2020BA00001121 VASUNDHRA VERMA  

2 2020BA00002205 KANISHKA 

3 2020BA00000027 RAKSHITA 

4 2020BA00001291 MUSKAN MAURYA 

5 2020BA00001860 ISHIKA 

6 2020BA00002230 SHUBHAM RANA 

7 2020BA00003781 NITIN RANA 

8 2020BA00003401 DHAIRYAA RATHI 

9 2020BA00003694 MIMANSA SAINI 

10 2020BA00008237 SANSKAR 

11 2020BA00002325 ASHWATHY K R 

mailto:shreyamoudgill19@gmail.com
mailto:arushigarg2002@gmail.com
mailto:anukritisharma2028@gmail.com
mailto:pavanisahrawat2305@gmail.com
mailto:ananyaa.9538@gmail.com
mailto:yati.rajpurohit@gmail.com
mailto:abhinavchowdhury1@gmail.com
mailto:satishkm4296@gmail.com
mailto:anveshasharma667@gmail.com
mailto:lakshikaahuja2000@gmail.com
mailto:aditikrishnamurthy1@gmail.com
mailto:nivedita72@yahoo.com
mailto:diyalohan018@gmail.com
mailto:muskaanmisra02@gmail.com
mailto:indiraguptacollege2002@gmail.com
mailto:ychawdhary@gmail.com
mailto:dubey_ms@yahoo.co.in
mailto:tejasvini6260@gmail.com
mailto:gsadaf@yahoo.co.in
mailto:aayushimalaviya@outlook.com
mailto:rastogi.pragya02@gmail.com
mailto:vasundhraverma190902@gmail.com
mailto:kanishka110081@gmail.com
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12 2020BA00005460 SIMRAN TOMAR 

13 2020BA00000413 NIKITA MALIK 

14 2020BA00003341 VAIBHAV 

15 2020BA00002225 ANKUR GAHLOT 

16 2020BA00005453 PRACHI SANDAL 

17 2020BA00002273 JAISHANK JOHARI 

18 2020BA00003176 ALANNA VERMA 

19 2020BA00004577 SHRUTI MATHUR 

20 2020BA00000140 TANISHQA DABAS 

21 2020BA00007006 SAANVI SEHWAG 

22 2020BA00007758 SAANVI SEHWAG 

23 2020BA00004306 MANAV SINDHU 

24 2020BA00001989 YAMINI RAJPUT 

25 2020BA00005191 VANSHIKA TANWAR 

   Category: 
NCT SC 

  

   1 2020BA00000341 TAVISH HARI 

2 2020BA00004224 VARUN VERMA 

3 2020BA00004187 KSHITIJ PARCHA 

4 2020BA00002784 AKASH 

5 2020BA00001018 PRANJAL RAJ 

6 2020BA00004390 NISHA 

7 2020BA00002589 SHRESTH CHAUHAN 

8 2020BA00008065 MUSKAN BHARTI 

9 2020BA00001652 TANNU 

10 2020BA00000165 RAKSHIT MONGA 

11 2020BA00004016 TAMANA SONKAR 

12 2020BA00004597 ANOUSHKA 

13 2020BA00004933 AAKRITI 

14 2020BA00005133 SIDDHARTH SINGH 

15 2020BA00004005 VANSHAJ CHANDNA 

16 2020BA00004709 SAANVI SINGH 

17 2020BA00001280 ADITYA VARSHNEYA 

18 2020BA00003755 AYUSH KUMAR 
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   Category: 
NCT ST 

  

   1 2020BA00002136 MEHRUN NISSA 

2 2020BA00000436 LUANZOZAM RUTH 

3 2020BA00001317 PANKAJ KUMAR 

4 2020BA00000386 RINYA 

5 2020BA00007389 TARSING DAN BAGE 

6 2020BA00000691 N PAU TAN LIAN 

   

   

   Category: 
NCT EWS UR 

  

   1 2020BA00002044 RAJSI RUHANI WADEHRA  

2 2020BA00005498 PRACHI SHARMA 

3 2020BA00002751 JAPISH SINGH CHAWLA 

4 2020BA00002089 HARSHITA BACHWANI 

5 2020BA00008323 MOKSH BHARDWAJ 

6 2020BA00008599 TANNU PRIYA 

7 2020BA00009234 DIVYA MISHRA 

8 2020BA00004132 RAGHAV CHAWLA 

9 2020BA00003280 ANJALI JHA 

10 2020BA00001722 BHOOMIKA CHATURVEDI 

11 2020BA00004113 TANISHQ KAUSHIK 

12 2020BA00001193 PRIYANSHI MALHOTRA 

   Category: 
ONCT UR 

  

   1 2020BA00000450 PARMESH KIRAR 

2 2020BA00002819 RIDDHI PANJA 

3 2020BA00004546 RANGEETA KHILUJU  

4 2020BA00005342 CALLISTINE JUDE LEWIS  

5 2020BA00007307 ADITYA PATRA  

6 2020BA00003045 ABDUL FATHAH NAZAR  

mailto:rajsiwadehra15@gmail.com
mailto:sharmabhagwan24@gmail.com
mailto:palkeshronaldo786@gmail.com
mailto:riddhipanja2002@gmail.com
mailto:rangeetakhiluju112@gmail.com
mailto:callistinelewis@gmail.com
mailto:adityapatra61@gmail.com
mailto:fathahnazar@gmail.com
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7 2020BA00000187 LOVANSH KATIYAR  

8 2020BA00003872 LOVANSH KATIYAR  

9 2020BA00006451 SAUMYA MITTAL  

10 2020BA00006631 ABHINAV K  

11 2020BA00007820 DISHA 

12 2020BA00009377 A NAYANA  

13 2020BA00003542 SAKSHI PATEL  

14 2020BA00003961 SUMEDHA VASHISTA  

15 2020BA00004938 ISHA AGRAWAL  

   Category: 
ONCT SC 

  

   1 2020BA00001987 DOLLY PHULLAY  

2 2020BA00003675 THADAM KALYAN  

3 2020BA00000102 ROHIT RAJAK  

4 2020BA00009366 SUYASH SAROJ  

   Category: 
ONCT ST 

  

   1 2020BA00001300 CHOPFOKRA LIRUNA  

2 2020BA00000752 AKSHITA DOLEY  

3 2020BA00003427 MAHIMA LAKRA 

4 2020BA00003769 PRERNA LOHARA 
 

BA Honours with a Major in Social Sciences & Humanities 
(Required Percentages in Best 4 Subjects) 

 UR OBC SC ST EWS-UR 

NCT Candidates (85%) 96.25 89.75 84.75 74.00 83.00 

Outside NCT Candidates (15%) 98.25 - 94.75 94.75 - 

 

 

Dean, SUS       Dean, SS 

************* 

mailto:lovanshkatiyar.99@gmail.com
mailto:lovansh.katiyar@yahoo.com
mailto:mittalsanjeev12@gmail.com
mailto:abnav2002@gmail.com
mailto:rakeshkumar03405@gmail.com
mailto:nayanaanil2002@yahoo.com
mailto:sakshipatelkps@gmail.com
mailto:sumedhavashist@gmail.com
mailto:ishaagrawal24680@gmail.com
mailto:rangeetakhiluju112@gmail.com
mailto:callistinelewis@gmail.com
mailto:adityapatra61@gmail.com
mailto:lovansh.katiyar@yahoo.com
mailto:palkeshronaldo786@gmail.com
mailto:riddhipanja2002@gmail.com

